High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) is the latest video coding standard that is supported by JCT-VC. In this letter, an encoding algorithm for early termination of Coding Unit (CU) and Prediction Unit (PU) based on the texture direction is proposed for the HEVC intra prediction. Experimental results show that the proposed algorithm provides an average 40% total encoding time reduction with the negligible loss of rate-distortion.
Introduction
With the development of video capturing and display technologies, High Definition (HD) and Ultra-High Definition (UHD) video contents have been increasingly popular worldwide, which imposes severe challenges on current network bandwidth and burdens storage devices. To satisfy the stronger need for coding efficiency superior to H.264/AVC's capabilities, the ITU-T Video Coding Experts Groups (VCEG) and the ISO/IEC Moving Picture Experts Group (MPEG) jointly propose a new video coding standard -High Efficiency Video Coding (HEVC) [1] . The main goal of the HEVC standardization's effort is to enable significantly improved compression performance relative to existing standards-in the range of 50% bitrate reduction for equal perceptual video quality [2] .
HEVC inherits the classical block-based hybrid video coding approach developed since H.261 [3] and offers more flexibility by introducing hierarchical quad-tree coding structure. The quad-tree coding structure consists of three new concepts, i.e. Coding Unit (CU), Prediction Unit (PU) and Transform Unit (TU). CU is similar with the traditional macro block, but its size can range from 8x8 to 64x64 pixels. A CU is allowed to be recursively split into four sub CUs of equal size until the CU becomes a smallest CU (SCU). PU is the basic unit used for carrying the information related to the prediction processes. Two types of PUs are available for HEVC intra prediction. One has the same size with the CU, marked as PART 2Nx2N and the other consists of four equal-sized sub-areas, marked as PART NxN. PART NxN is only available for SCUs. And TU is the basic unit for transform and quantization, which is defined in a similar way as CU, and its size varies from 32x32 to 4x4 pixels [4] . When the intra prediction starts, the largest CU (LCU) will be recursively split into four sub CUs until the CU reaches the minimal size of 8x8. At each level of CU, the corresponding PU splitting is carried out to get the best prediction mode. There are 35 prediction modes for intra prediction. To get the optimal rate distortion optimization (RDO) performance, the encoder will calculate and compare the RD cost of each combination of CU and PU in the RDO process, which is a great time-consuming job.
There have been lots of research works to reduce the computational complexity caused by testing all size CUs and all intra prediction modes. These methods focus on reducing prediction modes at the PU level and early terminating CU's splitting at the CU level. For PU level's optimization, dominant edge direction of the previously encoded block is obtained at first [5] , [6] . And then, corresponding angular prediction modes set is used according to the dominant edge direction information. For CU level's optimization, these methods make the best of CU's characteristics and CU's structure [7] - [9] , the relationship between CU and reference CU [10] - [12] , and the variance of coding modes costs [13] to determine the best intra prediction mode.
In this paper, a method based on the texture direction of CU is proposed. First, the texture of CU is determined, and a flag that indicates texture's characteristics is set. Then a decision is made whether to split CU according to its texture performance, i.e. CU's size can be determined in advance. At the PU level, the flag is utilized to reduce the number of intra prediction modes, i.e. the flag represents a certain mode set. Thus, the algorithm optimizes block splitting at the CU level, mode selecting at the PU level and provides an average 40% total encoding time reduction with the ratedistortion performance loss negligible.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Section 2 elaborates on the proposed fast method based on the texture direction; Section 3 shows the experimental results and finally, a conclusion is made in Sect. 4.
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Proposed Texture Direction Based Method for Fast Intra Prediction
Texture presents almost everywhere in natural and real world images and it has long been a significant research topic in image processing. Rao and Lohse [14] conduct a texture study based on the human's perception, and they conclude that the most important dimensions of natural texture discrimination are periodicity, directionality, granularity, and complexity. K.L. Lee and L.H. Chen [15] classify texture images into three classes: periodic, directional and random. To avoid the complexity of judging texture's class, the texture in this paper is classified into three classes: flat, directional and complex. If texture's characteristics of CU can be determined in advance, some CU sizes that have a small possibility to be decided as the optimal CU size can be skipped. In this paper, if the texture of CU is flat or directional, there is no need to subdivide CU into four sub CUs.
To alleviate the calculation burden, the judgment criterion should be as simple as possible.
Flat Texture CU Termination
For flat texture, Mean Absolute Difference (MAD) of original pixels is adopted as the measure. Equations are as follows:
In Eqs. (1) and (2), 2N stands for the number of pixels in horizontal and vertical direction of CU, (x, y) is the pixel position in CU and p(x, y) is the pixel value. Then, MAD is compared with a certain threshold-T H f lat . If MAD is less than T H f lat , the encoded CU stops splitting and the direction flag is set to be flat. Otherwise, it is considered as directional or complex.
Directional Texture CU Termination
As for directional and complex texture, another measurement is applied. The method is named as direction measurement [16] . If an image's texture is vertical, the neighboring pixels in vertical vary much less than in other directions statistically. Therefore, it is reasonable to calculate the variation of neighboring pixels in different directions. To measure the variation, first order difference operator is applied. Four major directions are defined, including vertical, horizontal, 45
• and 135
• as shown in Fig. 1 . The calculation is as follows: 
From Eq. (3) to (6), EV, EH, EU and ED are the direction measures for vertical, horizontal, 45
• respectively. Then, a set of measured directions is formed. Obviously, the minimal value in the set reflects the major direction:
If the MD is less than a certain threshold-T H direction , the texture is directional and CU stops splitting. Otherwise, the texture is complex and CU continues to split. Whether CU's texture is directional or complex, the direction flag is set the same with the major direction. Thus, optimization for the CU level is finished.
Angular Mode Reduction
At the PU level, the method takes full advantage of the direction flag at the CU level. In HEVC, there are 33 intra angular prediction modes. The distribution of angular prediction modes is shown in Fig. 2 [2] . Modes are classified into 5 classes [6] . Each set is composed of 9 modes taken from the 33 angular modes available in HM10.0. DC and Planar modes are also included in the set. Thus, each set has 11 prediction modes. In this paper, the classification mentioned above is referred. Five sets are determined by the direction flag, as shown in Table 1 . CU stops splitting when the depth reaches 3 (the size is 8x8) and the minimal size of PU is 4x4. Therefore, there is no direction flag for 4x4 PUs. However, the direction flag of 4x4 coding region (it can be treated as "4x4 CU") can be calculated for its corresponding PU. Due to the reduction of the number of intra modes available before rough mode decision (RMD), from 35 down to 11, compared with HM10.0, the number of candidate modes before RDO is also modified. Table 2 shows the difference. And Fig. 3 presents a detailed flowchart of the algorithm.
Experimental Results
The proposed algorithm is implemented in HM10.0. The test platform's parameters are as follows: Intel(R) Core(TM) i3-2120 CPU @ 3.30 GHz, 4.0 GB RAM, Win- 
Experimental results are shown in Table 3 . From the results, the proposed algorithm can save a maximum of 57.7% encoding time for the KristenAndSara compared to HM10.0 with slight increase of bitrate and negligible decrease of PSNR. The bitrate increases 0.95% and PSNR drops 0.066 averagely. However, in some cases, the bitrate decreases, such as ParkScene.
In order to show how the significance direction flag affects the CU's partition, Fig. 4 visualizes CU partitioning results for a particular image region of the first frame in the BasketballPass sequence by HM10.0 and the proposed method with QP = 32. In Fig. 4 , it is noticeable that the LCU is more likely to be partitioned along the object boundaries or in more complex regions, while the LCU gets early pruned in the flat or directional areas. Results of these two methods are almost the same, which means the proposed method is effective.
In all test sequences, the texture of BasketballPass and BasketballDrill is comparatively flat and directional, and the reduction of the encoding time is up to 40%, while BQSquare and BQMall are rich in detail, their reduction time are about 30%. Furthermore, the proposed algorithm performs better on high definition or large size video sequences. For 720P and 1080P video, it saves 40%-60% encoding time, while for 240P and 480P video, it saves much less encoding time, about 20%-40%. The reason is that for high definition video, it takes more large size CU. Thus, by stopping splitting CUs earlier, it saves more encoding time.
Conclusion
This paper presents a fast intra prediction algorithm optimized at the CU level and the PU level, which terminates at an early subdivision stage of the CU in the case of flat or obviously directional area. At the CU level, by stopping the subdivision of a CU to sub CUs according to the texture of the encoded area, it saves encoding time. At the PU level, by making best of the texture information (flat or directional flag), the number of candidate modes for the RMD and RDO processes is reduced. As compared to the algorithm adopted in HM10.0, simulation results show that this proposed algorithm can save 40% encoding time averagely with negligible coding efficiency loss. And this algorithm is more suitable for high definition videos with large flat and obviously directional areas. Potential further work includes, e.g., improving the direction flag threshold with dynamic values according to the encoded area and developing new methods for inter prediction optimization to reduce the whole encoding time.
